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Abstract: Modern manufacturers should operate the closed-loop supply chain system which integrates collection and
recycling activities into conventional supply chain activities in order to obey the extended producer responsibility. It is
known as an enabler to reduce virgin sourcing costs and to promote resource circulation. However, there exists the chronic
problem of uncertainty about returned end-of-life products with regard to timing, quality and quantity, which hinders the
efficient operation of closed-loop supply chain. In this paper we propose the internet-of-things enabled closed-loop supply
chain management system which gives information visibility with radio frequency identification, wireless sensor network,
and other information and communication technologies. Then we illustrate positive impacts on the closed-loop supply chain
in terms of process efficiency, production planning and resource circulation when the proposed system is implemented.
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1. Introduction
The extended producer responsibility imposes a duty on collection and recycling of all products to the original
equipment manufacturer (OEM) who produce the products. (Lindhqvist and Lindgren, 1990) Then manufacturers should
operates reverse channel in order to take on the duty imposed by the EPR. According to past several researches closed-loop
supply chain management which integrates the reverse channel into conventional supply chain facilitates not only
environmental conservation but economic benefit by reducing virgin sourcing with resource circulation. In this context it is
important to design, control and operate a closed-loop supply chain management system in terms of overall value creation.
(Kerr and Ryan, 2001)
However lack of real-time information such as return timing, quantity and quality makes the system inefficient.
(Thierry et al., 1995) For example manufacturers have to many tests to recover the returned product because they cannot
predict residual values accurately due to lack of middle-of-life (MOL) information such as usage environments and user
behaviors. This causes inefficiency in terms of resource circulation. Also lack of physical information like return timing,
quantity, location causes inefficiency too. Due to this uncertainty more than a half manufacturers establish production plan
based on experience only. (Clottey and Benton, 2010)
Securing information visibility can solve the problems like presented above. In this research we focus on the
Internet-of-Things (IoT) technologies such as radio frequency identification (RFID) and wireless sensor network (WSN) and
propose a system framework in order to support efficient operation of closed-loop supply chain by gathering information
generated during whole product lifecycle with IoT technologies. And also we examine positive impacts of the proposed
system.

2. System Framework
Bajic and Chaxel (2002) researched the use of automatic identification devices (Auto-ID tags) as permanent escort
memories associated to the car during its whole life cycle. These memories provide an integration frame for vehicle lifecycle
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